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Abstract
Recently it has been discovered that the W-algebras (orbifold of) WDn can be defined even for
negative integers n by an analytic continuation of their coupling constants. In this letter we
shall argue that also the algebras WA−n−1 can be defined and are finitely generated. In addition,
we show that a surprising connection exists between already known W-algebras, for example be-
tween the CP(k)-models and the U(1)-cosets of the generalized Polyakov-Bershadsky-algebras.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, the Casimir algebras like WAn−1 or WDn are well-understood. They are connected
to the classical Lie-algebras sl(n) and so(2n) [1, 2]. In [3] it was argued that a special algebra of
type W(2, 4, 6) [4] can be regarded as the algebra WD−1 in the sense that its coupling constants
are given by those of the orbifolds of the algebras WDn by inserting n = −1. Moreover, on the
basis of the minimal models forWDn [5] and a small set of known exact examples [6] a conjecture
on the minimal models of this algebra could be stated that has been proven in [7] to be correct
by identifying this algebra with an sl(2)-coset. Whereas in ref. [3] the existence of this WD−1-
algebra was just an amazing coincidence, in [7] the existence of algebras WDn for all negative
integers n has been conjectured and their field content, their minimal models as well as a coset-
realization was given. In this letter we want to extend the notion of W-algebras of negative
rank to algebras of type W(2, 3, . . . , N) that are so-called “unifying algebras” for WA [7, 8]
(see section 3). These include the algebras WAn−1 themselves, but also the CP(n)-models and
the cosets of the generalized Polyakov-Bershadsky- algebras (P-B-algebras) W
sl(n)
sl(n−1)/U(1) and
others. One should note at this point that the expression “negative rank” refers to the underlying
Lie-algebra (in this case sl(n)) and not to the field-content of the resulting W-algebra that
we shall denote for example as WA−n−1 or CP(−n). These W-algebras will again be of type
W(2, 3, . . . , N), where however the functional dependence of N (the highest dimension of the
simple fields in the W-algebra) on n differs, whether n is positive or negative. In fact, for most
of these W-algebras of negative rank we shall recover other well-known W-algebras and in this
way reveal a close relationship between at first glance completely different W-algebras. The only
exception to this are the WA−n−1-algebras that are so far unknown algebras.
2 Universal W-algebras
Universal W-algebras are algebras, in which the coupling constants depend on (at least) one
additional free parameter apart from the central charge c 1. By fixing this additional parameter
to different values we can describe very different algebras. A simple example is the algebra
W(2,2), in which the selfcoupling C222 remains completely undetermined.
1Note that our “universal algebras” are different from those of ref. [9].
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More interesting examples are W-algebras of cosets like
sl(n)κ ⊕ sl(n)µ
sl(n)κ+µ
. (2.1)
These algebras soon become very complicated, their field content for the first n is [10, 11]
n = 2 : W(2, 4, 62, 82, 9, 102, 12) ,
n = 3 : W(2, 3, 4, 5, 64 , 72, 87, 99, 1012, 1116, 1226, 1326, 1433, 1533, 1612) , (2.2)
n = 4 : W(2, 3, 42, 5, 65, 74, 812, 915, 1029, 1142, 1280, 13111, 14191, 15286, 16435,
17613, 18857, 191054, 201140, 21743) .
One of the levels, say µ, can be replaced by the central charge
c =
κµ (n2 − 1) (κ + µ+ 2n)
(κ+ n) (µ+ n) (κ+ µ+ n)
, (2.3)
the other one, κ, is open and describes different algebras, for example κ = 1 gives the algebra
WAn−1 [12]. This shows that for some special values of κ the algebra truncates to a simpler one.
The case n = 2 has been treated in detail in [10, 7] and we give only the result: Truncations of
the generic algebra take place for positive integers κ less than 6 [10], as well as for a couple of
negative rational numbers. The complete set of truncations up to dimension 9 has been given
in [7]:
κ algebra
generic W(2, 4, 62, 82, 9, 102, 12)
1 W(2)
2 W(2, 4, 6)
3 W(2, 4, 62, 8, 9)
4 W(2, 4, 62, 82, 9, 10)
5 W(2, 4, 62, 82, 9, 102)
−12 W(2, 4, 6)
−43 W(2, 6, 8, 10, 12)
−85 W(2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12)
−127 W(2, 4, 62, 8, 9, 10)
Table I: Truncations of the coset-algebra (2.1) for n = 2
As we see, the “universal” coset-algebra in this case can even describe W-algebras of different
field content. The two algebras in this set of type W(2, 4, 6) (κ = 2 and κ = −1/2) are not
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identical; the first one is the bosonic projection of the super-Virasoro algebra the other with
different coupling constants [4] and minimal models [6] is the special algebra that we called
in the introduction the algebra WD−1. Nevertheless, the coupling constants for the coset can
be (in principle) determined as function of c (replacing the level µ) and the parameter κ, for
example [7](
C444(κ, c)
)2
= (2.4)
3
(−496 c+ 40 c2 − 672κ + 536 c κ + 160 c2 κ− 1416κ2 + 844 c κ2 + 140 c2 κ2 − 354κ3 + 211 c κ3 + 35 c2 κ3)2
5 (22 + 5 c) (−1 + κ) (4 + 3κ) (6 c− 5κ+ 5 c κ − κ2 + c κ2) (4 c+ 48κ+ 8 c κ + 18κ2 + 3 c κ2) .
Another interesting universal algebra is the one that contains all the algebras WAn−1 and I shall
denote it therefore WAn−1. Note the difference between the two algebras: WAn−1 is only defined
for positive integer n and is an algebra of type W(2, 3, . . . , n), whereas the universal algebra
WAn−1 is a generic algebra of W∞ = W(2, 3, . . . ,∞)-type with a free parameter n that is a real
number and that plays the roˆle of κ in the coset (2.1) 2. Of course, whenever in the universal
algebra WAn−1 the parameter n is a positive integer, the coupling constants of the universal
algebra should coincide with the coupling constants of WAn−1 and the algebra should truncate
WAn−1 ⊲ WAn−1 for n positive integer. (2.5)
The first coupling constants (in standard normalization and basis for the fields) for this universal
algebras are known [13, 7] and we cite as an illustration just the coupling constants
(C433)2 and(C444)2 (where the relative sign between C433 and C444 is fixed):(
C433[WAn−1]
)2
=
64 (n − 3) (c + 2) (c (n + 3) + 2 (4n + 3) (n − 1))
(n− 2) (5c + 22) (c (n + 2) + (3n+ 2) (n − 1)) , (2.6)(
C444[WAn−1]
)2
= (2.7)
36
(
82 + 45 c− 19 c2 − 94n2 − 75 c n2 + c2 n2 + 12n3 + 18 c n3)2
(2 + c) (22 + 5 c) (−3 + n) (−2 + n) (−2 + 2 c− n+ c n+ 3n2) (−6 + 3 c− 2n+ c n+ 8n2) .
For positive integer values for n, these coupling constants indeed reproduce those of WAn−1.
In addition, also the two infinite algebras W∞ and W1+∞/U(1) are contained in the universal
algebra as can be checked immediately by comparing the coupling constants in the basis of
primary fields
WA∞ = WA0 = WA−2 = W∞ ; WA
−1 =
W1+∞
U(1)
. (2.8)
2By W∞ (W1+∞) we denote the algebra that has a linear basis. Other algebras with an infinite set of simple
fields we shall call “of W∞-type”.
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As we mentioned, the algebra WAn−1 is for general values of n an algebra of W∞-type and it
truncates for positive integers n to W(2, 3, . . . , n). We can see from the coupling constants (2.6)
and (2.7) how this truncation works in the case n = 3. The coupling constant C444 shows a pole
at n = 3. To render the coupling constants well-defined, we have to renormalize the field W4
(and in fact all fields Wk with k ≥ 4) to
W˜k = Wk
√
n− 3 for all k ≥ 4. (2.9)
In the new fields all coupling constants are well-defined at n = 3, but all central terms except
those in the OPEs of T ⋆T and W3 ⋆W3 vanish. Therefore all fields W˜k, k ≥ 4, will be nullfields
and can be dropped from the algebra and WA2 truncates to WA2 = W(2, 3).
In the following we shall no longer distinguish between the universal algebra WAn−1 and WAn−1
and use only the notation WAn−1, having in mind that it is defined for real n and is for generic
n an algebra of W∞-type. Later we shall argue that the algebra WAn−1 dos not only truncate
for positive, but also for negative integers −n, a WA-algebra of negative rank. The resulting
W-algebra will be of type W(2, 3, . . . , (n + 1)2 − 1).
Up to this point WA−n−1 is just defined by the continuation of the coupling constants of WAn−1
to negative n. In the last section we shall give a coset-construction of the algebras WA−n−1
that is more inspired by the classical Lie-algebras. We would also like to note at this point that
the highest dimension of the simple fields in the W-algebra goes no longer linearly with n, but
quadratically. This was also observed in [7] in the case of the algebra WD−n. Here we collect
the field content of WAn−1 for all integers n:
n WAn−1
-1, 1,±∞ W∞
0 W1+∞/U(1)
n ≥ 2, integer W(2, 3, . . . , n)
n ≤ −2, integer W(2, 3, . . . , (|n|+ 1)2 − 1)
Table II: Field content of WAn−1 for integer n
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3 Unifying W-algebras
In [7, 8] it has been shown that the algebra WAn−1 truncates at special values of the central
charge to an algebra with less fields (if n is sufficiently large), especially at all of their minimal
models. Since these truncated algebras are the same for all n, they are called “unifying algebras”.
For example, the kth unitary model of WAn−1 is via level-rank duality [14, 15] described by the
so-called CP(k)-model [2, 16, 17, 18]
CP(k) ∼= sl(k + 1)n
sl(k)n ⊗ U(1) . (3.1)
In [19] it has been argued that the CP(1)-model is a W-algebra of type W(2, 3, 4, 5) and in [7] it
has been conjectured that the general CP(k)-model is of type W(2, 3, . . . , k2 + 3k + 1).
In general, if we parameterize the central charge by
c(p, q) = (n − 1)
(
1− n (n+ 1) (p− q)
2
p q
)
, (3.2)
the algebra WAn−1 truncates to the unifying algebra W{r,s} = W{s,r} = W(2, 3, . . . , rs − 1) at
the central charge
c = cr,s1 (n) = c(n− 1 + r, n− 1 + s) for r 6= s. (3.3)
The unifying algebras W{r,1} are the WAr−2 themselves, the W{r,2} are the cosets of the gen-
eralized P-B-algebras, W
sl(r−1)
sl(r−2). Here we use for a W-algebra of the DS-reduction of an sl(2)
embedding S into G (in our case G =sl(r − 1)) the notation WGS . A proposal [20], checked for a
variety of cases in ref. [7], states that the general unifying W-algebra W{r,s}, s < r, is given by
the coset
W{r,s} =
W
sl(r−1)
sl(r−s)
Kac-Moody subalgebra
, (3.4)
where the KM-subalgebra is a sl(s − 1)⊗U(1) for s ≥ 2, whereas for s = 1 no such subalgebra
is present (and hence one has not to take a coset). In the “limit” s = r − 1 one recovers the
CP(r − 2)-model.
Due to the symmetries of the coupling constants there are in general two other truncations at
c = cr,s2 (n) = c(n+ 1− r, n + s− r) for s 6= 1, (3.5)
c = cr,s3 (n) = c(n+ 1− s, n+ r − s) for r 6= 1. (3.6)
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The restrictions in eqs. (3.3), (3.5) and (3.6) come from the fact that the derivation of the
truncation fails whenever p = q.
One important consequence of the truncations is that one can recover the coupling constants for
all algebras W{r,s}, if they are known for a series, i.e. from the coupling constant C[W{r,so}] with
a fixed so one can compute the same coupling constant for all the other s. Therefore one can
derive the coupling constants of the algebras W{r,s} from those of WAn−1 by solving for example
c = cr,s1 (n) for n and inserting it into the coupling constants for WAn−1 (2.6), (2.7). The result is
independent of the choice cr,s1 , c
r,s
2 or c
r,s
3 . These functions therefore yield a parameterization of
the coupling constants of W{r,s}. Since the solution for the coupling constants show in general
roots when expressed in the central charge, it is often more convenient to leave the coupling
constants in the parameterization c(n).
As an exercise let us compute the coupling constant C433 for the CP(1)-model (W{3,2}). We have
to solve
c = c3,21 (n) =
2 (n − 1)
n+ 2
(3.7)
for n and insert it into eq. (2.6). We obtain immediately
(
C433[CP(1)]
)2
=
16
3
(c+ 2) (c + 10)2 (5c− 4)
(c+ 7) (2c − 1) (5c + 22) (3.8)
that is the correct coupling constant in standard normalization [17, 18, 21]. In the same way we
can treat the coset of the P-B-algebra (W{4,2}). We have the parameterization
c = c4,21 (n) = −3
(n− 1)2
n+ 3
(3.9)
and by defining n = 2k + 3 we recover the coupling constant (2.1.33) of ref. [7]. It is an easy
exercise to check that the parameterizations cr,s2 (n) and c
r,s
3 (n) give the same coupling constants.
4 W-algebras of negative rank
The existence of the unifying algebras W{r,s} has been proven only for s 6= r. Also the conjec-
ture (3.4) is only valid in this case, as is the parameterization c1. On the other hand, however,
the parameterizations c2 and c3 are well-defined even in the case s = r and the truncation of
W1+∞/U(1) at c = −r to an algebra of type W(2, 3, . . . , r2 − 1) (following from [22]) suggests
the existence of an unifying algebra W{r,r}.
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According to the last section, we can compute the structure constant
(
C433[W{r+1,r+1}]
)2
for
this algebra, even we do not know at the moment anything about its origin. We use the
parameterization
c = cr+1,r+12 (n) =
(n− 1) (r + 1) (n − r − nr)
n− r (4.1)
to compute the coupling constants of the algebras W{r+1,r+1} along the lines of eq. (3.8). This
leads us to the coupling constant for r > 1 3(
C433[W{r+1,r+1}]
)2
=
64 (r + 3) (c+ 2) (c (3 − r) + 2 (4r − 3) (r + 1))
(r + 2) (5c + 22) (c (2 − r) + (3r − 2) (r + 1)) (4.2)
and we find the surprising result that this coupling constant corresponds to the coupling con-
stants of the algebra WA−r−1 (compare eq. (2.6)). We conclude that for n > 2 the algebra WA−n
is equivalent to the unifying algebraW{n,n}, and therefore is an algebra of typeW(2, 3, . . . , n
2−1)
Indeed, this fits nicely into the truncations of W1+∞ at negative values of the central charge [22].
In [23] it has been shown that W1+∞ truncates to WGn ∼= U(1) ⊕WAn−1 (where the Virasoro-
operator is shifted such that the U(1) current becomes a primary spin-1 field and hence inducing
a shift by 1 in the central charge) at a positive integer central charge c = n. Extending in the
above manner WGn to negative integers n yields algebras of type W(1, 2, 3, . . . , (|n| + 1)2 − 1),
hence in full agreement with [22].
This gives us a hint that there is a strange connection between the unifying algebras W{r′,so}
and W{r+so+1,r+2}, hence between (the cosets of) the algebras W
sl(r′−1)
sl(r′−so)
and W
sl(r+so)
sl(so−1)
for any
fixed so. To be precise, we want to put these findings in two - equivalent - statements:
• The coupling constants of the algebras W{r+so+1,r+2} are identical to those of W{r′,so} by
replacing r′ → −r;
• The algebrasW{r,so} can be “extended” to negative r by definingW{−r,so} :=W{r+so+1,r+2}.
The proof of these statements is rather simple: Since the coupling constants of the unifying
algebras W{r,s} depend only on the parameterizations c
r,s
1 , c
r,s
2 and c
r,s
3 (apart, of course, from
their form in the WAn−1-algebra), it is sufficient to show that the parameterizations of W{−r,s}
and W{r+s+1,r+2} are equivalent. So we have
c−r,s1 = c(n− 1− r, n− 1+ s) = c(n+1− (r+2), n+(r+ s+1)− (r+2)) = cr+s+1,r+23 (4.3)
3Eq. (4.1) is not an allowed parameterization for r = 1 since c2(2, 2) = −2 is independent of n. For W{2,2} we
have instead W{2,2} = W(2, 3) = WA2; the coupling constants for WA−2 are the same as for W∞.
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and similarly for c−r,s2 and c
−r,s
3 .
If we now want to know the CP(−k)-model, we find the U(1)-coset of the generalized P-B-algebra:
CP(−k) = W{−k+2,−k+1} = W{−k+1,−k+2} = W{(k−1)+(−k+2)+1,(k−1)+2} = W{2,k+1} = W{k+1,2} .
(4.4)
The CP(−2)-model reproduces CP(1), and CP(−3) is in this way equivalent to the U(1)-coset of
the ordinary P-B-algebra W(1, 3/2, 3/2, 2). Therefore we can consider the cosets of the general-
ized P-B-algebras as continuations of the CP(k)-models to negative k.
5 Coset construction for WA−n−1
As we mentioned, the definition (3.4) cannot serve for a construction for the new algebras
WA−n−1, W{n+1,n+1}, and it is the only one of the unifying algebras (of WA) that does not fit
into the general scheme developed in ref. [7]. By definition, it is an algebra with the coupling
constants of WAn−1 where n is replaced by −n. To find a coset construction for the algebra
WA−n−1 we follow the arguments of ref. [7] for the case of WD−n that we want to repeat here.
We have to go back to the definition of classical groups of negative dimensions of ref. [24].
There it was shown that for any scalars constructed from tensor representations the “analytic
continuation”
SO(−2n) ∼= Sp(2n) , SU(−n) ∼= SU(n) (5.1)
holds, where the overbar means the interchange of symmetric and antisymmetric representations.
We want to give a similar relation for Kac-Moody algebras, where the roˆle of the overbar takes
now a transformation of the level of the Kac-Moody:
̂so(−2n)κ ∼= ̂sp(2n)κ¯ , ̂sl(−n)κ ∼= ̂sl(n)κ¯ . (5.2)
By demanding that the Sugawara central charge
c[Ĝκ] = κ (dim G)
κ+ h∨
(5.3)
(h∨ is the dual Coxter number) formally agrees between the rhs and the lhs, i.e.
c[ ̂so(−2n)κ] = κ (−n) (−2n − 1)κ+ 2(−n − 1) = κ¯ n (2n+ 1)κ¯+ (n+ 1) = c[ ̂sp(2n)κ¯] , (5.4)
c[ ̂sl(−n)κ] = κ (−n − 1) (−n+ 1)κ+ (−n) = κ¯ (n− 1)(n + 1)κ¯+ n = c[ ̂sl(n)κ¯] , (5.5)
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one can establish the relation κ¯ = −κ/2 in the case of ̂so(−2n) and κ¯ = −κ in the case of ̂sl(−n),
respectively.
This leads us to the ansatz of the W-algebras WD−n and WA−n−1
WDn =
̂so(2n)1 ⊕ ̂so(2n)µ̂so(2n)1+µ ⇒ WD−n =
̂sp(2n)−1/2 ⊕ ̂sp(2n)µ¯̂sp(2n)−1/2+µ¯ , (5.6)
WAn−1 =
̂sl(n)1 ⊕ ̂sl(n)µ̂sl(n)1+µ ⇒ WA−n−1 =
̂sl(n)−1 ⊕ ̂sl(n)µ¯̂sl(n)−1+µ¯ . (5.7)
Eq. (5.6) is exactly the coset-construction given in [7] for the algebra WD−n. The coset (5.7) is
well-defined and serves as an definition for our new algebra WA−n−1.
At this point a remark of caution has to be added. One should not take the relations (5.2) too
serious: For example, applying them to the CP(k)-model one would find
CP(−k) =
̂sl(−k + 1)κ̂sl(−k)κ ⊕ Û(1) ∼=
̂sl(k − 1)κ¯
ŝl(k)κ¯ ⊕ Û(1)
, (5.8)
an expression that still doesn’t make sense (for CP(−k) see eq. (4.4)).
Do we have a chance that the coset (5.7) gives indeed an algebra of type W(2, 3, . . . , (n+1)2−1)
as demanded? It fails already at n = 2: We should expect an algebra of type W(2, 3, . . . , 8);
according to table I, however, there is no primary spin-3 field and no truncations should take
place at κ = −1 and we get an algebra of type W(2, 4, 62, 82, 9, 102, 12). The only chance we
have is that in this special case the coset does not give rise to the WA−3 algebra directly but
to its orbifold. Indeed,
(C444)2 of eq. (2.4) with κ = −1 is identical to eq. (2.7) with n = −2.
Therefore we are confident that the coset (5.7) for n = 2 yields the orbifold of WA−3 = W{3,3}.
On the other hand, for the general cosets (2.1) with n > 2 we have the opposite problem: these
cosets have for general κ much more fields than we need, especially for n > 3 there are already
two primary fields of dimension 4. To see what happens with these spin-4 primaries let us first
look at the coset ̂sl(n)κ/sl(n), following the calculations of [25]. Apart from W ′3, there are four
invariant fields at dimension 4, T ′′, TT and two independent fields, of which we can construct
the two primary fields. We computed the Kac-determinant of these invariants for general n and
κ and obtain
detM4 ∼ κ
4 (κ2 − 1) (n2 − 9) (n2 − 4) (n2 − 1)4 (2κ + n) (3κ+ 2n)
(κ+ n)2
. (5.9)
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This shows the well-known fact [25] that there is a null-field for general n at κ = 1, but there is
also a null-field at κ = −1. For n = 3, κ = 1 both primary spin-4 fields become null-fields and
the coset truncates to the algebra WA2, whereas for n = 3, κ = −1 one of these fields survives.
Let us now turn back to the general coset (2.1). We know [12] that these cosets truncate to
the WAn−1-algebras if we set κ = 1. For the general coset we computed the coupling constant
C433 (here the spin-4 field is taken to be the one that appears in the OPE of W3 with itself) and
obtain (expressing µ as function of n, κ and the central charge c)
C433(n, κ, c) = 64
[
c2 (−3 + n) (3 + n) (κ+ n) (2κ+ n)2+
c n2
(
−23κ − 73κ3 − 14n− 146κ2 n− 65κn2 + 9κ3 n2 − 2n3 + 18κ2 n3 + 8κn4
)
+
2κ (−1 + n) (1 + n)
(
−72κ2 − 144κn − 65n2 + 7κ2 n2 + 14κn3 + 8n4
) ]
×[
(22 + 5 c) (−2 + n) (2 + n) (2κ + n)
(c (κ+ n) (2κ + n) + κ (−1 + n) (1 + n) (2κ+ 3n))
]−1
(5.10)
For κ = 1 the coupling constant (5.10) is the same as eq. (2.6) of WAn−1. For us it is important
to realize that it is invariant under the transformation
n→ −n, κ→ −κ . (5.11)
This leads to the symmetry of the coupling constant C433(−n, κ, c) = C433(n,−κ, c), i.e. it sup-
ports the conjecture (5.7) for the algebra WA−n−1. When our ansatz for a coset-construction for
WA−n−1 is true, then all coupling constants C(n, κ, c) of the coset (2.1) should have this sym-
metry. One has also to show that this coset with κ = −1 is indeed an algebra of the indicated
type. This would conclude the proof of the existence and the exact definition of WA−n−1. Still
missing, however, is a coset construction for WA−3 = W(2, 3, . . . , 8).
A different starting point, that of pseudo-differential operators, has been chosen in refs. [26, 27] to
investigate the classical algebras WAn−1 for complex n. We should note, however, that contrary
to the quantum algebra we do not expect a truncation of WAn−1 for negative n to a finitely
generated algebra in the classical case. It will be very interesting to see these two approaches
converge.
I would like to thank the University of Torino, Department of Physics, for kind hospitality and
A. Honecker for reading the manuscript. Moreover, I am grateful to L. Fehe´r for drawing my
attention to refs. [26] and [27].
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